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A smoother way
to take photos
from above

Piles are checked using
scanning and Topocad
Store data – in the cloud
Report from Intergeo
Color point clouds
with Topocad 14.2
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New co-workers

Testing the UAV
”I was impressed by
how easy it was to
plan, start, change rout
and land the plane.”

We gladly welcome our new co-workers here
at Adtollo!

Lars Olsson,
developer

Dear readers,
In our previous edition I wrote about working out of the office, more precisely
from Cyprus. It was nice and warm and I liked it. A lot. Now I’m back in the
office and this morning was the first when I had to scrape ice off the car windows before heading towards work. In other words, not as nice and warm by
far. Above all, I find, it is a very good reason for spending more time working
out of the office.
The cloud is an excellent example of how many of us are given the possibility of working both here and there. Our new product TC5D is a typical
cloud-based service.
Visiting Intergeo made me feel safe. We are exactly right on time, not simply following trends but creating them. With TC5D users are able to share their
3D-based data online. Making otherwise inaccessible data available in the
cloud.
The name “cloud” by the way. I have never heard of a service given such a
lousy name. The cloud is not a cloud. Not at all. It is simply a whole bunch of
servers tied together. Most likely in a basement somewhere. Or in like a bomb
shelter. We should call it that – the shelter.
Anyways, this is the deal when it comes to chronicles. I always put my heart
and soul into it. Simply to create some kind of buzz, to make it hip. Or at least
interesting. I always consider it a success if you remember it until next time.

My Best Regards,
Tomas Sandström

Ps. Don’t forget to join our user group on LinkedIn. Ds.
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COPY

and spread the information in this magazine without changing
the information and as
long as you mention
the source. Extra
copies and reprints is
offfered at own cost.

SEND US YOUR TIPS!

Feel free to contact
the editorial office with
tips and information
that might be useful
for our readers.

Lars has experience from several fields. He has been developing systems for streaming various media types. At
Adtollo his tasks are mainly
in the area of document management where he works
with integration towards
Sharepoint.
Lars interests are technology, music, film, literature,
training and travelling.

Rebecka Beiersdorf,
account manager

Rebecka studied mechanical enginering. She has been
working with CAD & IT
focused on mechanics for
about 15 years.
At Adtollo Rebecka works
as account manager within
surveying and mapping.
Her interests are design
and art and she loves coffee.
She actually also has a bartender education.

Mari Höijer,
product manager
document management

Mari started here at Adtollo
in the middle of October.
She works with document
management, Sharepoint and
Chaos desktop.
Mari is also responsible
for Adtollo software such as
Chaosfunc and Digitejp.
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Pile-driving and Topocad
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Color point clouds with Topocad
14.2
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Store and publish data in the
cloud!
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Reporting from Intergeo

Pile-driving is an important element of roadbuilding. To guarantee quality when checking
pile-driving, Göran Norberg from Projektengagemang developed a method that combines
scanning and Topocad.

Topocad 14.2 was released in the end of November and as a minor version should it contains a bunch of new and developed functions!

With Topocad and TC5D you are not only able
to publish your data online; you are also able to
save it in the cloud.

Swedish visitors are multiplying on events throughout Europe. Intergeo, the worlds largest
event on mapping, surveying and GIS, is not an
exception.

Start using databases
The Topocad FDO adapter is compatible with a
number of databases. Among others it is compatible
with Postgresql using the plugin PostGIS. These are
open source and free of charge. We have been working with Postgresql for a while and it is working
nicely side by side with Topocad and FDO.
If you want to try to work with a database we recommend that you start here! Let us help you getting
started on working with a database and storing your
data in a new way!
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Piles checked using scanning
and Topocad

Pile-driving is an important element of road-building.
To guarantee quality when checking pile-driving,
Göran Norberg from Projektengagemang developed a
method that combines scanning and Topocad.

When the infrastructure is being expanded
with more roads and connections, there is naturally a need for sustainable solutions and
stable constructions. One important element of
the process when a new road is to be laid is piledriving, but driving a pile down into the ground
isn’t always a simple matter.
“Sometimes piles are destroyed out in the
field if they don’t have the right properties,”
says Göran Norberg a surveyor at the consultancy company Projektengagemang Geografisk
Information.
At the moment Göran is working on a project
involving the construction of four bridges on a
section of road between Hjulsta and Kista, just
north of Stockholm.
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His job involves transferring data from drawings to the site where the bridges are to be
built and to resolve any problems that might
arise. Among other things, he has to measure
piles that have been put into position and compile the information in a pile record. The client
receives an updated drawing showing where
the piles are, and on the basis of their exact position the bridges can be dimensioned in terms
of durability and other factors.
“During the construction process we try to
identify problems that lie ahead. So we’ve developed a solution to the problem of how to achieve greater certainty when checking the piles.”

Point cloud becomes a layer in Topocad

the difference between the edges of the piles
The bridges are being built on an area consis- at the same height in Topocad, Göran and his
ting of an old sea bed, which is dominated by employees were able to draw conclusions about
clay. It is therefore not certain that each pile whether the piles had moved.
“We were able to show our client that the
sunk will be in position in the ground as shown
on the drawing. The positions of the piles are positions of the piles had not changed. It’s imtherefore checked and compared with the plan- portant for the client to be able to guarantee the
quality, as if they had moved there would imning map.
A control measurement of the pile in the mediately have been doubts about the strength
ground can be carried out in the traditional way of the bridges to be built.”
by measuring the position of the pile at single
points. But this doesn’t identify whether the Visualisation creates understanding
pile has moved since it was first sunk. So Göran This was visualised with the aid of Topocad.
had the idea to laser scan the piles instead of Using the information from the scan and the
referring to each measuredrawing material, Göran can
ment point. The entire piling
present the properties of the
”Visualisation is the
area was scanned using four
piles more clearly than would
setups. Two scans were carkey to creating an
be the case had there been one
ried out to see whether there
measurement point on a 2D
understanding for
had been any displacement.
drawing.
the client”
The information obtained
“Visualisation is the key to
was then processed in Topo- Göran Norberg, surveyor at
creating an understanding for
cad.
the client,” believes Göran, who
Projektengagemang Geografisk
“From the point cloud, we
produced a PDF to show the reInformation.
imported a cross-section
sults of the check.
from the piles into TopoUsing this method, which
cad,” explains Göran. “There we created a dra- combines scanning with Topocad, the check
wing, and the information from the scan was could be carried out in a new way to verify the
imported into the layer structure.”
drawing’s base data. Göran believes that perThe two scans were placed in separate layers forming a control measurement at one point as
in Topocad, with each layer scanned being vi- in the past is easier. It takes time to take a scansualised by a separate colour. Both scans refer- ner out into the field, to scan various positions
red to the same cross-section in the piles, and and to process what is often a massive volume
the edges of the piles are visible on the drawing. of data in the point cloud. But he claims that
The layers were measured, and by measuring working with laser scanning is still more efficient.
“We believe that it’s more
reliable than using a measuring instrument. With
this method, you save both
time and resources in the
project.”
The method can be
used to prevent various
problems that can compromise the stability of the
construction work. So you
avoid lots of problems that
may arise later on in the
project by having a clear
image of the piling from the
outset, thanks to scanning
and Topocad.
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A smoother way to
take photos from
above
When I visited our retailer in Zagreb earlier this summer I got a private demonstration of the UAV; Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle. More precisely a Swinglet CAM
from the Swiss company senseFly.
As we make our way out on the field we are met by
an open horizon. We open the trunk and pull out an
antenna that we attach to the roof of the car. We start
up the laptop. By using a satellite photo we plan our
flight; what area to photograph. Nenad Smolcak, our
Croatian retailer for Topocad, attaches the camera
and walks out on to the field. He starts the engine
and releases the UAV. We have only been there for
five minutes and the UAV is already on its way on
the mission across the fields. We decide to take an
extra photograph of a house and Nenad easily reprograms the rout. (See photo)
When it comes down to landing, we try not to land
manually. The UAV gets to land on its own. We deconstruct our equipment and download the images
onto the senseFly software where we can create an
orthographic image of both field and speed.
I was impressed by how easy it was to plan, start,
change rout and land the plane. This technique has
been around for a few years but it hasn’t started to
catch on until now.
Different regulations apply in different countries
when it comes to flying the UAV with commercial
purposes. The same for research based usage as well
as missioned flights or flights were the plane is out
of the pilot’s sight. Always check your country’s
Transport Agency webpage in advance.

Starting the UAV is easy. After programming just
face the wind and release the plane.

With a little luck you will capture yourself in the
photographs.

As taken straight from a brochure! (It isn’t, I promise...)

By Tomas Sandström
Easy to plan and changeable during flight.
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The Point cloud module is extended with a function
for coloring point clouds from ortophotos.

That’s it!

Future developments
Topocad, version 15
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The new Draw Line command.

tyGML and Bal. We have updated DWG/DXF and
improved the Mapinfo .mif format. You will be able
to access them all in Topocad 14.2.
The database adapters now include annotations in
the connection to ArcGIS and in FDO you can add
layer descriptions. Version 14.2 also enables a new
way of reporting volumes. By adding a grid over an
area you can calculate the height/length and volume
of each quadrat of that grid. More settings and possibilities are built in. The function simplifies an overview of volume and offers a report on the grid data.
The report follows the most common standard for
reporting volumes. Our hopes are that it will simplify the use of Volume Model.

Topocad 14.2 Volume Model
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When it comes to survey data Topocad 14.2 now
reads the Leica LandXML (Hexagon LandXML)
format that contain information on GNSS quality
data. Survey data can also handle linked images that
later on in the process can be shown in the drawing.
Since attribute values now show hyperlinks and
images you can put one or more links and images on
top of objects in Topocad version 14.2.
In the CAD-part of Topocad we introduce several
new functions. You can now automatically generate
drawings. This is basically two functions in one.
The first is constructed to expand the area surrounding points. For each chosen point Topocad creates
a new drawing with the view centered on the point.
A function that makes it possible to generate a large
amount of point drawings. You can also choose a
road line and automatically generate a drawing that
is parallel to that road line, related through an automatic connection line.
There is also a new command for turning points
into symbols. The command Edit as text is also applicable on images where the angle coordinates are
editable.

In the Macro command the choices has multiplied
when it comes to forced snap and choosing layers
when creating a polyline or polygon.
The command Draw polyline has been extended
with the possibility of choosing precise coordinates,
delta measurements or length/angle when determining new points. You can also choose coordinates
or length/angle directly from other objects which offers a new opportunity on how to create new points
in polylines or polygons. The command is three dimensional and helpful in 3D editing.
You can also cut out precise polygons and export
to other file formats.
The point cloud module is extended with LAS version 1.3 and a function for coloring point clouds based on ortophotos.
It is an easy-to-use
function.
Simply
import a point cloud
and ad a georeferenced ortophoto.
In Topocad 14.2
you can also import
and export several
new file formats
based on XML.
We have added the
new transfer format
for detailed planning and we have
added the formats
KommunGML, Ci-
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Topocad 14.2 was released in the end
of November and as a minor version
should it contains a bunch of new and
developed functions! Don’t forget to
read the article about Topocad 15 and
how and when our upcoming versions
will be launched.
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Color point clouds in
Topocad 14.2

Up until now we have released one major version (which requires a file format
change) once every year. In between we
have released 2-3 minor versions with new
functions but without the format changes.
From now on we will launch the major
versions every other year which means
that version 15.0 will be released in about
a year. And will consequently contain file
format changes. In November 2012 we
launched version 14.2. We expect this minor version to be the last of the 14.x versions although we might perform any bug
fixes if necessary.
The advantage for our customers and
users is not having to update the software
several times a year. We have noticed that
many of our users aren’t up to date with
the major versions when we launch new
ones every year. New versions require new
registrations but with the major versions
launched every other year the license will
of course last for two years.
Topocad version 15 is going to contain
a lot of big changes! We will create a 64bit version of Topocad and the internal gui
framework will switch from OWL to MFC
which will change the graphic interface.

ow

It is an easy-to-use function. Insert a point
cloud and ad a georeferenced ortophoto.

D
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From now on we introduce a
new schedule for releasing the
Topocad updates.
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Store and publish data in
the cloud!
With Topocad and TC5D you are not only able to publish your
data online; you are also able to save it in the cloud.

2
This is how
the map is
shown online
with TC5D.

1
In Topocad:
Download
the data from
TC5D’s database

3
We edit in
Topocad.
Here: adding
a new surface
and a house.

4
In this case we are talking about a Postgresql data- is very easy making data accessible for other parties
base, reachable anyplace where you have an internet as well. The data is stored in a safe environment on
a server with mirrored discs
connection. TC5D uses a web
(RAID-0). You don’t have to
service that connects to a data”You and your colleagues
worry about backing it up and
base manager that stores data
can access the data
you can access it through sein a Postgresql database, with
veral different lines.
some additions from PostGIS.
through authorization
If you want others to be able
The difference between using
wherever you are and
to access your published data
only the Topocad database
it is very easy making
they can either store them in
manager FDO, which also
a DWG-file (more formats to
store data in Postgresql, more
data accessible for other
come in TC5D 1.1) or they can
data is stored directly on to the
parties as well”
use a Topocad Reader PLUS
database when using Topocad
connected to TC5D. When the
and TC5D. When data is stored with Topocad-TC5D you are able to make the data is downloaded they can simply access them thdata accessible to certain people by giving them aut- rough Topocad Reader.
horization. If you want you can also go public with
On the next page we demonstrate how you can
your data.
There are several advantages in storing data in download, view, edit, save and publish data from Tothe cloud; you and your colleagues can access the pocad into the cloud and how to view them in TC5D.
data through authorization wherever you are and it
10

Save...

5

...and view it online with TC5D!
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Enrolling TC5D!

Report from
Intergeo
Visitors are multiplying on events throughout
Europe. Intergeo, the worlds largest event
on mapping, surveying and GIS, is not an
exception.
It is often at Intergeo where the latest trends in the
business are shown. For trend spotters like us it is
easy to predict the future. This year Intergeo was held
in Hannover at the same premises used during the
worlds largest IT-event CeBit. Intergeo did not quite
live up to the same size but still it was a huge success.

Trend forecast 1
UAV, drones, UAS

angles while others get it to work anyways. The method is almost like scanning backwards. An image is
used to create a sparse point cloud and then coordinates are set. Based on the coordinates a triangular
network is created and the images are pasted or added on the coordinates. At Intergeo we found systems from Geocv, Acute3D, Gaia3D, SceneCam and Aspect3D.
”It was perhaps most Yet we are pretty certain that we
fascinating watching missed a few.

The UAV-trend (the Swedish
Transport Agency calls it UAS)
the demonstrations
Trend forecast 3
was the it-thing this year. Alof helicopters. They
ready two years ago we could
Laser scanners²
were very precise and It is old news that laser scansee the Gatewing (now owned
by Trimble) and Swedish Smartners has been around for quite
you could even use
planes. This year they were all
a while. However their numbers
them for examining
over the place. From the small
are growing. The Chinese are
chimneys. ”
lightweight planes (500 gram)
making scanners. Bundling is
up to planes that weighed in at
becoming more and more obseveral kilos. There were planes with only four rotor vious. FARO’s scanner is sold in several booths, for
blades and then there were planes both heavier and example at Trimble. ZF’s scanner is sold in a difwith more rotors. These UAV’s are able to generate ferent color at Stonex while Stonex has developed
geo-referenced photographs that are merged into their own scanner. A simpler one with a price of 15
orthophotos and used for terrain models or point 000 €, with an uncompetitive speed of 10 000 points
clouds. (Don’t forget to read our article about when a minute.
I took the SenseFly for a test drive on page 6!)
Developing the scanner took 12 weeks, some
It was perhaps most fascinating watching the de- deadline if you ask me. Stonex is an Italian commonstrations of helicopters. They were very precise, pany, not well known in northern Europe but in the
you could even use them for examining chimneys. It southern parts they are covering market shares by
is obviously a trend that will last and I’m guessing the minute.
that we will see a lot more of UAV’s and helicopters
Intergeo is a three day event and it all happens on
in the future.
the premier day, Wednesday. Companies bring out
beer and bands are playing. After throwing parties
in their own booths everyone heads out for a night
Trend forecast 2
on the town – I would definitely recommend you
3D and images
Systems that emanate from imagery and create th- visiting. Next year Intergeo will be held in Essen,
ree dimensional data are multiplying by the minute. October 8-10. Essen is situated between Dortmund
Many algorithms has been designed simply to ena- and Düsseldorf, not far from Köln. A city well worth
ble the interpretation of three dimensional images. visiting if you’d want to make a weekend out of it.
Some put up cameras on stands that rotate in exact
By Tomas Sandström
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Adtollo’s publishing system TC5D is launched and
ready for the market. With TC5D we turn to companies that produce or own two or three dimensional
data and wants to communicate it effectively. TC5D
can be used in many different ways and works as a
platform where you can build new tools and functions. Here we present a list of TC5D’s possible
areas of use:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update measurements for a map/drawing
Deliveries online, download whatever you
might need
Visualize your work in three dimensions
Make your plans accessible online
Search areas on the map using attributes
Create new construction maps instantly online
Upload situation plans online
Coordination model, view your common data
online in 3D
Project server, work with the same model and
database
Option: Update and upload your measurements immediately on to the database and get
an overview of everyone

There are of course several other areas of use where
TC5D excels. It provides you with a powerful online tool that does not demand a plug-in. TC5D makes it possible to work with your three dimensional
map instantly and simultaneously.

Join Topocads
user group on LinkedIn
The LinkedIn group ”Topocad users” was created by us at Adtollo. As the name reveals it is a
group for Topocad users. So why did we create
it?
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

A forum for discussions
Brainstorming
Sharing knowledge
Socializing
Making an impact
Sneakpeaks and latest
info on new functions
»» α- and β-testing
Come join us!

Calendar 2013
DGI Conference & Exhibition

London, UK, 21-23 January

ILMF – International LIDAR Mapping
Forum

Denver, USA, 11-13 February

GeoNext
Sydney, Australia, 27 February
GeoViz
Hamburg, Germany, 6-8 March
SPAR International Conference
Colorado Springs, USA, 15-18 April
Esri User Conference
San Diego, USA, 8-12 July
ICC – International Cartographic
Conference
Dresden, Germany, 25-30 August
Intergeo
Essen, Germany, 8-12 October
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